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Summary

Objective: The ultimate goal of any genome-scale experiment is to provide a func-
tional interpretation of the results, relating the available genomic information to the
hypotheses that originated the experiment.
Methods and results: Initially, this interpretation has beenmade on a pre-selection of
relevant genes, based on the experimental values, followed by the study of the
enrichment in some functional properties. Nevertheless, functional enrichment
methods, demonstrated to have a flaw: the first step of gene selection was too
stringent given that the cooperation among genes was ignored. The assumption that
modules of genes related by relevant biological properties (functionality, co-regula-
tion, chromosomal location, etc.) are the real actors of the cell biology lead to the
development of new procedures, inspired in systems biology criteria, generically
known as gene-set methods. These methods have been successfully used to analyze
transcriptomic and large-scale genotyping experiments as well as to test other
different genome-scale hypothesis in other fields such as phylogenomics.
# 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A sentence attributed to Sydney Brenner, Nobel
laureate in Medicine in 2002, states: ‘‘Progress in
science depends on new techniques, new discov-
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eries and new ideas, probably in that order.’’ This
sentence summarizes to perfection the impact of
high-throughput technologies in biomedicine and
other areas such as toxicology, agronomy, nutrition,
etc. The deluge of data available from microarrays,
proteomics, metabolomics, large-scale genotyping,
etc., opened up new avenues to interrogate living
systems at an unprecedented level of detail. How-
ever, the mere existence of this possibility does not
mean that the questions will be addressed in a way
that guarantees the proper answers. The use of data
d testing hypotheses in functional genomics. Artif Intell
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coming from different ‘‘omics’’ technologies to try
to better understand the biology of the cell config-
ures the field of functional genomics. Nevertheless,
formulating and testing hypotheses in functional
genomics requires, in addition to technology, of
new ways of addressing biological questions.

Microarrays can be considered the most paradig-
matic among the methodologies used in functional
genomics. Since the first proposals for the analysis of
whole-genome gene expression based on microar-
rays in the late nineties [1] this technology has
matured through a series of periods in which differ-
ent interests were dominating. In retrospect, we
can distinguish an initial period in whichmost micro-
array publications were dealing with issues such as
reproducibility and sensitivity. Seminal papers dat-
ing from the late nineties were mainly proof-of-
principle experiments [2,3]. As an anecdotic note
it is worth mentioning that the methodological
approaches used in such papers were mainly related
to clustering. Paradoxically this has caused a sub-
sequent confusion with respect to the choice of the
appropriate methodology for a proper data analysis,
as noted by some authors [4]. After this period, it
was soon obvious that functional genomics experi-
ments should be carefully analysed because many
apparent associations happened merely by chance
[5] and sensitivity became a main concern. In this
context, different methods for the adjustment of p-
values, which are considered standard today,
started to be extensively used for differential gene
expression analysis [6—8]. The consolidation of
microarrays came from practical applications such
as its use as predictors of clinical outcomes [9—11].

Although microarray experiments can be used to
address a large variety of biological problems, scien-
tific literature on this subject concentrates in three
main types of objectives: ‘‘class comparison,’’
‘‘class prediction,’’ and ‘‘class discovery’’ [12].
The first two objectives usually involve the applica-
tion of tests to find genes with a significant differ-
ential expression, or the use of distinct procedures
to predict class membership on the basis of the
values observed for a number of ‘‘key’’ genes.
Clustering methods belong to the last category, also
known as unsupervised methods, because no pre-
vious information about the class structure of the
data set is used in the study.

The functional interpretation of the experiments
is typically made on the genes selected as relevant
by one of these procedures. To this end, predefined
modules of genes related among them by any inter-
esting biological property (common function, reg-
ulation, chromosomal location, etc.) are used.
Functional enrichment methods [13,14] are used
to find if one or more of these gene modules is
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significantly over-represented among the relevant
genes selected in the experiment. Over-representa-
tion of a given gene module means that genes with a
particular property have been activated or deacti-
vated in the experiment.

Obviously, the way in which the relevant genes
are defined is implicitly conditioning the functional
interpretation of the whole experiment. Paradoxi-
cally, many of the biological properties used to
define gene modules (function, regulation, etc.)
implies the existence of a high level of co-expression
among them [15—17], while most of the tests used
to select relevant genes assume independence in
the behaviours of the genes imposing thus an arti-
ficial threshold with a unfavourable effect in the
results [18]. Essentially, there is a basic inconsis-
tency in the way functional hypothesis are tested by
the functional enrichment approach.

Gene-set-based analysis came up as a response to
the necessity of having a framework for testing
hypothesis in agreement with the functional proper-
ties of the genes [13,19,20]. Pioneered by the gene-
set enrichment analysis (GSEA) [21], a collection of
methods aiming to test the behaviour of gene mod-
ules in opposition to gene enrichment methods that
relied on previous gene-by-gene selection proce-
dures has been published [13,20].

Finally, the ideas of using gene modules are being
applied not only at the level of the final step of
functional interpretation, but as constitutive parts
of the testing procedures for supervised and unsu-
pervised gene expression data analysis. This review
describes the different approaches used for the
functional interpretation of functional genomics
experiments and the future trends in this field.

2. Definition of gene modules: sources
of information

Any functional analysis relies on the definition of
gene teams related by biological properties of inter-
est. Here, some of the most commonly used sources
of biological information are described.

Probably the most widely used source of defini-
tion of functional modules is the gene ontology (GO)
catalogue [22]. GO represents the biological knowl-
edge as a tree (more precisely as a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) in which a node can have more than one
parent) where functional terms near the root of the
treemake reference tomore general concepts while
deeper functional terms near the leaves of the tree
make reference to more specific concepts. If a gene
is annotated to a given level then it is automatically
considered to be annotated at all the upper levels
(all the parent levels) up to the root. Since genes are
d testing hypotheses in functional genomics. Artif Intell
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annotated at different levels of the GO hierarchy, it
is common to use this abstraction to choose a pre-
defined level in the hierarchy instead of using
directly the original levels of annotation of the
genes [23,24], which increases the power of the
enrichment tests [23,25—27].

The Kioto encyclopedia of genes and genomes
(KEGG) pathways database [28] or the Biocarta
pathways (http://www.biocarta.com) are two
extensively used sources of functional information.
There are also databases that contain functional
motifs mapped to proteins such as the Interpro
database [29] and many other.

Modules do not necessarily need to be configured
upon functional basis. Thus, transcriptional modules
can be defined as groups of genes under the same
regulatory control. Databases that collect regula-
tory motifs can be found. Among the most popular
are: CisRed [30] and Transfact, that contains pre-
dictions of transcription factor binding sites [31].
Also negative regulation mediated bymicroRNAs has
recently gained relevance. The miRBase [32] con-
tains putative gene targets of such microRNAs.
Genes sharing one or more of these regulatory
motifs can be considered a putative regulatory
module.

Other ways of defining modules of different nat-
ure include the use of information obtained using
text-mining procedures [33], chromosomal location
[34,35], protein—protein interactions, etc.

3. Functional enrichment methods

As previously commented, the final aim of a micro-
array experiment is to find a functional explana-
tion at molecular level for any given macroscopic
observation (e.g. what biological processes differ-
entiate a healthy control from a diseased case,
etc.). In the classical approach, known as func-
tional enrichment analysis, the functional inter-
pretation of microarray data is performed in two
steps: in a first step genes of interest are selected
using different procedures. In a subsequent step,
the selected genes of interest are compared to a
background (usually the rest of the genes) in order
to find enrichment in any gene module. This com-
parison to the background is essential because an
apparently high proportion of a given functional
module could easily be nothing but a reflection of
a high proportion of this particular module in the
whole genome but not a proper enrichment. Actu-
ally, both enrichments and depletions of gene
modules are potentially of interest. Therefore,
unless there is a specific reason not to consider
enrichment or depletion, two-sided tests are
Please cite this article in press as: Dopazo J. Formulating an
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appropriate [36]. This comparison between the
selected genes and the background can be carried
out by means of the application of different tests,
such as the hypergeometric, Fisher’s exact test x2

and binomial, which are considered to give similar
results [36]. Since many tests are conducted in
order to check all the gene modules, adjustment
for multiple testing, such as the false discovery
rate [6] of others, must be used.

Another important aspect particular to gene
modules defined using GO annotations is the way
in which the structure of the ontology is taken into
account. Many programs test each GO module inde-
pendently, which do not respect dependencies
between the GO terms. This constitutes a major
drawback given that the true-path rule (each term
in GO shares all the annotations of all of its descen-
dants) is ignored in this case. Other programs partly
circumvent the problem by selecting a particular
level of the DAG and analyse the gene annotations at
this level [37,38], use a ‘‘slim’’ ontology, that is a
reduced set of terms with more informative content
[39] or even try to find the optimal and more
informative level for each case [40]. There are also
more sophisticated approaches that try to decorr-
elate the GO graph structure by processing the GO
DAG from most specific to least specific terms
[41,42]. Other approaches to statistical analysis of
GO term overrepresentation examine each term in
the context of its parent terms (parent—child
approach) in the DAG context [43].

Table 1 presents an exhaustive (although prob-
ably not complete) list of tools for functional profil-
ing that implement tests for functional enrichment.
Here the number of Scholar Google citations has
been used as an approximate popularity index, given
that it is reflecting the number of academic docu-
ments (mostly papers) citing a particular paper.
Following this criterion, the most popular tools
having over 200 citations are EASE [44], DAVID
[45], GOMiner [46], Babelomics/FatiGO
[26,27,37], MAPPFinder [47], GOStats [38] and
Ontotools [48].

3.1. Problems with testing functional
hypothesis in a gene-based framework

A drawback in the two-step functional enrichment
analysis comes from the fact that the gene selection
process applied in the first step does not take into
account that these genes are acting cooperatively in
the cell and that consequently their behaviour must
be coupled to some extent. In this selection process,
under the unrealistic simplification of independence
among gene behaviours, stringent thresholds to
reduce the false positives ratio in the results are
d testing hypotheses in functional genomics. Artif Intell
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Table 1 Functional enrichment data analysis tools

Tool Application type or URL for web servers References Citationsa

EASE Windows application [44] 603
DAVID http://www.DAVID.niaid.nih.gov [45] 504
GOMiner http://discover.nci.nih.gov/gominer/ [46,79] 408
Babelomics http://www.babelomics.org [26,27,37,40,66] 402
MAPPFinder http://www.GenMAPP.org [47] 379
FatiGO http://www.fatigo.org [37] 341
GOStat http://gostat.wehi.edu.au/ [38] 249
Ontotools http://vortex.cs.wayne.edu/ontoexpress/ [24,48,80—82] 223
GOTM http://genereg.ornl.gov/gotm/ [83] 164
GO:: TermFinder Perl script [84] 152
FunSpec http://funspec.med.utoronto.ca webcite [85] 100
GeneMerge http://www.oeb.harvard.edu/hartl/lab/

publications/GeneMerge.html
[86] 96

FuncAssociate http://llama.med.harvard.edu/Software.html [87] 91
BINGO Cytoscape plugin [88] 75
GOToolBox http://gin.univ-mrs.fr/GOToolBox [39] 74
GFINDer http://www.medinfopoli.polimi.it/GFINDer/ [89,90] 49
WebGestalt http://bioinfo.vanderbilt.edu/webgestalt/ [91] 46
GOSurfer R package [92] 45
CLENCH Perl script [93] 26
Pathway Explorer https://pathwayexplorer.genome.tugraz.at/ [94] 25
Ontology Traverser R package [95] 24
THEA Java standalone [96] 11
WebBayGO http://blasto.iq.usp.br/�tkoide/BayGO/ [97] 10
GOStat R package [42] 10
eGOn http://www.genetools.microarray.ntnu.no/

egon/index.php
[98] 7

WholePathwayScope Windows [99] 6
FIVA Java standalone [100] 4
GENECODIS http://genecodis.dacya.ucm.es/ [101] 3
SeqExpress R package [102] 3
G:Profiler http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/ [103] 2
PathExpress http://bioinfoserver.rsbs.anu.edu.au/utils/

PathExpress
[104] —

a Citations are taken from Scholar Google (as of January 2008). Scholar Google is taken as an indirect estimation of the citation in
papers but gives an idea on the impact in the scientific community.
usually imposed. As previously discussed, the bio-
logical properties used to define gene modules
(function, regulation, etc.) sought in the functional
enrichment test conducted in the second step
entails dependences [15—17] which are ignored
and mostly lost in below such threshold (see
Fig. 1). So, there is a paradoxical incongruence in
the way functional hypothesis are tested by the
functional enrichment approach.

Indirectly, this fact lies in the core of one of the
most common problems with molecular signatures
or predictors: their instability. Variable selection
with microarray data can lead to many solutions
that are equally good from the point of view of
prediction rates, but that share few common genes
[49]. This multiplicity problem has been emphasized
by several authors [50] and recent examples are
shown in [49,51].
Please cite this article in press as: Dopazo J. Formulating an
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Another example that highlights the uncertainty
derived from focusing on genes comes from the
comparisons of platforms. While intra-platform
reproducibility is high there are still some concerns
about the cross-platform coherence of results [52].
Paradoxically, despite the fact that gene-by-gene
results are not always the same, the comparative
analysis of biological terms emerging from the dif-
ferent platforms are clearly consistent [53].

3.2. The biology behind

All these observations clearly show that attempts to
link macroscopic observations (such as physiological
responses or phenotypes) to genes, as their causa-
tive functional elements, involve enormous
amounts of uncertainty. The most plausible expla-
nation for this fact does not rely in the accuracy of
d testing hypotheses in functional genomics. Artif Intell
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Figure 1 GSA strategy of analysis. Genes are arranged according to differential expression between the experimental
classes A and B. The right side of the picture represents the location of the genes corresponding to three hypothetical
modules across the arranged list. Module 1 is predominantly composed of genes with high expression in class B (red values
corresponding to highest expression), but scarcely represented among genes highly expressed on class A. The behaviour
of module 2 is exactly the opposite. Finally, module 3 is completely unrelated with the experiment because genes
belonging to this module are expressed all across the list, without ant trend towards any of the extremes.
the testing methodology but in the fact that most
probably the ultimate functional ‘‘bricks’’ of the
cell are not the genes but more complex entities
that we can represent by modules, composed of
gene teams, which act cooperatively to carry out
functions. Actually, an increasing corpus of evidence
reveals that genes do not operate alone within the
cell, but in an intricate network of interactions that
we only recently start to envisage [54—56]. It is a
well recognized fact that genes with similar overall
expression often share similar functions [15—17]
and, in fact, this causal relationship has been used
to predict gene function from patterns of co-expres-
sion [15,57]. Therefore, the above observations are
consistent with the hypothesis of modularly behav-
ing gene programmes, where sets of genes are
activated in a coordinated way to carry out func-
tions. In this scenario, a different type of inference
can be made based on testing hypothesis centred on
modules of genes related by biological properties,
instead of testing one gene at a time. From a clinical
point of view, the validity of the traditional reduc-
tionist vision, in which one or a few key genes would
be the causative factors of diseases [58] must be
thoroughly revised. Then, it is imperative taking
into consideration the functional dimension in the
interpretation of genome-scale experiments. In this
Please cite this article in press as: Dopazo J. Formulating an
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new scenario, the deregulation of modules of func-
tionally related genes would be the real causative
factor behind the disease phenotype [59].

4. Testing systems-based hypothesis
with gene-set analysis (GSA) methods

The interpretation of a genome-scale experiment
using the two-step functional enrichment approach
is far from being optimal given that the thresholds
imposed in the first step assuming independence
precludes the detection of many gene modules.
Methods directly inspired in systems biology focus
on collective properties of the genes more than on
individual gene expression values. Modules of genes
related by common functionality, regulation or other
interesting biological properties will simultaneously
fulfil their roles in the cell and, consequently, they
are expected to display a coordinated expression.

In its simplest formulation GSA method uses a
rank of values derived from the experiment ana-
lysed. Mootha et al. [21] ranked the genes according
to their differential expression when two predefined
classes (diabetic versus normal controls) were com-
paring by means of any appropriate statistical test
[60]. The position of the genes (that cooperatively
d testing hypotheses in functional genomics. Artif Intell
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act to define modules) within this ranked list is
related to its participation in the trait studied in
the experiment. Consequently, each module that is
a causative agent of the differences between the
classes compared will be found in the extremes of
the ranked list with highest probability. Fig. 1 sum-
marizes this strategy. Thus, instead of testing dif-
ferential activities of genes, which implicitly
assumes independent behaviour (an aspect often
ignored by the researchers applying the test), and
later searching for enrichment in gene modules
among the selected genes, GSA directly tests for
gene modules significantly cumulated in the
extremes of a ranked list of genes. In this way,
artificial previous thresholds, which inadvertently
change the meaning of our hypothesis testing
schema, is avoided.

There are different methods that have been pro-
posed for this purpose such as theGSEA [21,61] or the
SAFE [62] methods, which use a non-parametrical
version of a Kolmogorov—Smirnov test. Other strate-
gies proposed are the direct analysis of functional
terms weighted with experimental data [63] or
model-based methods [64]. With similar accuracy
although conceptually simpler and quicker methods
have also been proposed, for instance the parame-
Please cite this article in press as: Dopazo J. Formulating an
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Table 2 Tools available for functional profiling by gene-se

Tool Application type or URL for web s

GSEA http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/
Babelomics

(FatiGO + FatiScan)
http://www.babelomics.org

FuncAssociate http://llama.med.harvard.edu/
Software.html

Global test R package
PAGE Python script
ErmineJ Java
FatiScan http://www.babelomics.org
GO-mapper Windows, Perl script
SAFE R package
GOAL http://microarrays.unife.it
Catmap Perl script.
PLAGE http://dulci.biostat.duke.edu/pat
GODist Mathlab program
t-profiler http://www.t-profiler.org/
JProGO http://www.jprogo.de/
ADGO http://array.kobic.re.kr/ADGO
GeneTrail http://genetrail.bioinf.uni-sb.de/
ASSESS Java
DEA R package
GlobalANCOVA R package
GAZER http://integromics.kobic.re.kr/GA

index.faces
SAM-GS Windows excel add-in
a Type of test: GS: gene set; C: competitive, SC: self-contained;
b Citations are taken from Scholar Google (as of January 2008). Sc

papers but gives an idea on the impact in the scientific community
trical counterpart of the GSEA, the PAGE [65] or the
segmentation test, Fatiscan [66].

There are two major strategies used in GSA to
perform module tests: either proving that a module
has a significantly altered expression compared to
other groups or all remaining genes (competitive
strategy) or proving that expression in a module is
altered between different conditions of interest
(self-contained strategy) [19,20]. In spite of some
criticisms [67], the competitive strategy is more
often used.

Beyond other technical or statistical considera-
tions, the approximate level of acceptance of dif-
ferent GSAmethods among the scientific community
is reported in Table 2. More than the 75% of the
Scholar Google citations are monopolized by two
tools: GSEA and Babelomics.

4.1. Gene-set-based supervised and
unsupervised analysis

In addition to be used as the final step of functional
interpretation, gene modules can conceptually be
used in problems of class comparison or class pre-
diction (supervised) as well a in class discovery
(unsupervised) problems.
d testing hypotheses in functional genomics. Artif Intell
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ervers References Testa Citationsb

[21,61] GS, C 1013
[26,27,37,40,66] FE/GS, C 402

[87] FE/GS, C 91

[64] GS, SC 89
[65] GS, C 42
[105] GS, C 35
[66] GS, C 34
[63] GS, C 33
[62] GS, C 27
[106] GS, C 25
[107] GS, C 19

hways/ [108] GS, SC 18
[109] GS, SC 17
[110] GS, C 12
[111] GS, C 7
[112] GS, C 3
[113] GS, C 3
[114] GS, C 2
[115] GS, C 1
[67] GS, SC 1

zer/ [116] GS, C —

[117] GS, SC —

FE: functional enrichment.
holar Google is taken as an indirect estimation of the citation in
.
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As described above, existing gene selection or
class prediction methods treat all the genes equally,
ignoring biological knowledge of gene functions.
New methods attempt to exploit such prior informa-
tion using functional modules based on GO or KEGG
annotations. Thus, a recent proposal is based on the
GO hierarchical structure where child nodes have
more specific function definitions while its parent
node has a more general one. The method works by
initially building a separate classifier for each node
using a conventional method (e.g. shrunken cen-
troids, support vector machines, etc.), then propa-
gating their classification results by a weighted sum
to their parent nodes, where the weights are related
to the performance of the classifiers [68]. An alter-
native proposal uses a modified boosting method
called non-parametric pathway-based regression
[69] were genes are first partitioned into several
groups or pathways then in boosting, only pathway-
specific new classifiers were obtained. A similar
approach uses random forests to rank biological
pathways in regression and classification [70].
Finally this concept has been generalized as a pena-
lized approach that can be applied to any classifier
[71].

In these lines, recent proposals make use of
biological information [30,72] or phenotypic infor-
mation [73] as a constitutive part of clustering
algorithms.

4.2. Gene-set analysis in genotyping

Another field in which a gene-set-based approach
could be very useful is genotyping. Association and
linkage studies with chips with increasingly density
result in a frustrating effect of decrease in the
power of the tests, given to the strict corrections
that must be applied to the tests. Most genetic
disorders have a complex inheritance and can be
considered the combined result of variants in many
genes, each contributing only weak effects to the
disease. Given that in any disorder, most of the
disease genes will be involved in only a few different
molecular pathways, the knowledge of the relation-
ships (functional, regulatory, interactions, etc.)
between the genes can help in the assessment of
possible candidates (which may reside in different
loci) with a joint basis for the disease etiology. The
use of different gene module definitions (GO, KEGG,
protein interactions and co-expression) in an inte-
grated network was recently applied to interrelate
positional candidate genes from different disease
loci and then to test 96 heritable disorders for which
the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man database
[74]. This gene-set-based strategy resulted in a 2.8-
fold increase over random selection.
Please cite this article in press as: Dopazo J. Formulating an
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4.3. Gene-set analysis in evolution

Many other hypotheses can be tested on gene mod-
ule basis beyond functional genomics. Evolution is a
paradigmatic field in which gene-based analysis has
given results noticeably below the expectations. In
the last years, several papers have been published
that attempted to elucidate the intricacies of
human evolution by means of comparing rate differ-
ences and positive selection in human genes against
their homologues in other fully sequenced species
[75—78]. Nevertheless, beyond some conjectures,
no statistical significant conclusions about the func-
tionality of the genes under different types of
selective pressures could be derived from these
studies. One possible explanation for the failure
in finding a functional interpretation to the human
evolution comes, most probably, from the fact that
these studies followed an inefficient functional
enrichment, two-step approach.

Mutations occur on single genes but natural selec-
tion acts on phenotypes by operating on whole sub-
cellular systems. Mutations in genes either remain
finally fixed or disappear because of their beneficial
or disadvantageous effect, respectively. This effect
can only be understood in the context of the module
(e.g. pathways, gene ontology terms, etc.) in which
such genes are involved. If a list of genes arranged
by some parameter that accounts for their evolu-
tionary rates is examined, it is expectable that gene
modules favoured or disfavoured by selection will
tend to appear towards the extremes. Recently, in a
study carried out under this viewpoint the ratio of
non-synonymous to synonymous mutations, a widely
accepted measure of selection, was used to rank
genes [25]. A GSA method, the FatiScan [66], was
applied to the ranked list of genes and the following
GO terms significantly cumulated at the extreme of
the distribution corresponding to the highest selec-
tive values: sensory perception of smell
(GO:0007608), sensory perception of chemical sti-
mulus (GO:0007606) and G-protein coupled recep-
tor protein signalling pathway (GO:0007186).
Previous publications pointed out to these GO cate-
gories as positively selected but it could not be
properly demonstrated [76,77]. This application
shows how the concept of GSA can be extended
to other domains beyond functional genomics.

5. Conclusions

The functional interpretation of the experiments is
typically made on the genes selected as relevant by
applying tests that assume independence. Prede-
fined modules of genes related among them by any
d testing hypotheses in functional genomics. Artif Intell
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interesting biological property (common function,
regulation, chromosomal location, interaction of
the corresponding proteins, etc.) are used for this
purpose. Functional enrichment methods [13,14]
are used to find if one or more of these genemodules
are significantly over-represented among the rele-
vant genes selected in the experiment. Such over-
representation would indicate that genes with a
particular property have been activated or deacti-
vated in the experiment. Paradoxically, the tests
used to select such relevant genes implicitly assume
independence in their behaviours, while the biolo-
gical properties used to define gene modules (func-
tion, regulation, etc.) implies the existence of a
high level of cooperation among them [15—17]. This
fact imposes an artificial threshold that results in a
unfavourable effect in the efficiency of this
approach [18]. Essentially, there is a basic incon-
gruence in the way functional hypothesis are tested
by these means.

GSA methods provide an elegant and efficient
alternative that offers a framework for testing
hypothesis in agreement with the functional proper-
ties of the genes [13,19,20]. Pioneered by the GSEA
[21], different methods that intend to test the
activities of gene modules instead of testing genes
isolates from their context have been proposed
[13,19,20]. Such methods have been successfully
applied to the analysis of transcriptomes [21,25]
but also in large-scale genotyping [74] or in gen-
ome-scale evolutionary studies [25]. In a near
future, GSA methods will probably become integral
parts of gene selection prediction methods.
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